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                    Download the Immersive Technology for O&G Market Analysis









6 expert panelists from Chevron, Phillips 66, Maverick Natural Resources, Vermilion Energy, and Petrobras recently shared their unique perspectives on how the oil & gas industry is currently leveraging immersive technology, its' benefits, and what the future holds.
Gain a preview of the intimate and collaborative conversations taking place in Houston, as these AR and VR specialists discuss some of the biggest discussion points in the oil & gas industry today, and how this emerging technology is revolutionizing operations.
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We respect your privacy, by clicking ‘Download’ you agree to receiving related event details and resources which you can unsubscribe from at any time. You have the right to object. For further information on how we process and monitor your personal data, and information about your privacy and opt-out rights, https://www.amg-world.co.uk/privacy-policy.
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                    The Future of Downstream Automation: Vision vs Reality









What is the current reality vs vision for Digital Transformation within downstream operations?

We asked technology leaders from Element Fuels, Dow, Lyondellbasell, Chevron Phillips Chemical, Neste and INVISTA to share their insights. 

Complete your details on the form to see what they said.
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                    Digital Transformation Oil & Gas Canada Sponsorship Pack









Download the Digital Transformation Oil & Gas Canada sponsorship pack to find out more about opportunities to position your organization as a digital transformation leader in the downstream sector.
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                    $41.25bn Growth for Oil & Gas









Join us at this year's Oil & Gas Automation and Technology Week to harness a $41.25 Billion growth opportunity by 2026, with a remarkable 17% CAGR, on 13-14 February 2024, in Houston, TX.
Digital transformation specialists from DOW, Shell Energy Americas, Neste, Covesto, and more are all set to unite and discuss key strategies to accelerate innovative business transition with disruptive digital tools.
Spend only 2 days to streamline your digital strategy for years to come. 
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                    The Future of Downstream Automation: Vision vs Reality









What is the current reality vs vision for Digital Transformation within downstream operations?

We asked technology leaders from Element Fuels, Dow, Lyondellbasell, Chevron Phillips Chemical, Neste and INVISTA to share their insights. 

Complete your details on the form to see what they said.
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                    What Is the Refining Industry Automation and Software Market Expected to Reach?









Are you ready to unlock the future of Downstream?
Technology adoption in the Oil, Gas, and Chemical industry is speeding up against ongoing price volatility, sustained market uncertainty, and an increasing drive towards net zero goals. So much so that the refining industry automation and software market is expected to touch the $16.75bn milestone by 2026.
Join digitalization experts from Chevron, DOW, Eastman, Covestro, INVISTA who will share their strategies to leverage Automation, IIoT, AI, ML, Digital Twins, and Emerging Technologies for seamless downstream operations at the Future Downstream Automation Summit in Houston, TX.  
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                    What Happens at Our Collaborative Roundtable Discussions?









Our roundtable discussions are at the center of our conferences, designed by the attendees, for the attendees, to overcome your unique industry challenges. This month will bring a collection of sessions driving crucial, timely and interesting conversations within the industry, and are a perfect opportunity to discuss challenges, ideas, and strategies with peers, competitors, and solution providers alike.
But how do our collaborative roundtable discussions work?
If you've never joined us for an AMG World event before, or are returning to your first in-person, watch this informative animation to visually understand how our roundtables work in action...





















                

            
                    
                
                    Podcast: XR Interoperability, Accessibility and Metaverse Predictions









XR Today's Rory Greener met with  Jennifer Rogers, Executive Officer, Learning Technology Standards Committee at IEEE in this insightful and engaging interview.
Ahead of her session at the Immersive Technology for Oil & Gas Summit, Jennifer discusses all things immersive tech from her role at IEEE, how enterprise XR has evolved, and the importance of accessibility in XR.
Complete your details in the form to either listen to the podcast or watch the interview.
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                    Fully Automated Upstream Operations: What Does the Future Hold?









As leading wellsite operators integrate automation, IIoT, data science, AI, ML, digital twins and more, many are questioning what fully automated upstream operations look like in the modern market.
Discover the key features of fully digitalized operations for exploration and production companies, as well as key strategies for achieving this growth, by downloading the article today.
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                    Fueling Tomorrow: Embracing Digital Disruption in Oil & Gas Survey
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Contact Us

 +44 (0)113 3970 379
 info@amg-world-co.uk
Follow Us
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*By completing our forms, you understand and agree that the event organizer AMG World Ltd. may use your personal data in accordance with our privacy policy. Terms & Condition apply.
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